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Editorial
Dear partners, dear stakeholders, dear readers,

2020 is over, and we look back to last year with mixed feelings: fear and dismay, but
also hope and resilience.
We all have had to adapt to a new reality, and POTEnT consortium also adapted to
the new situation: we replaced our meetings with online discussions, took part in
online conferences and events but most importantly we kept the momentum and
delivered many important activities for maintaining the interregional learning active.
In this third newsletter you can read more about the project: our last project meeting
held on the 11th of December and how the interregional learning have changed to
meet the new conditions, but also 2 very interesting and promising contributions from
our partners ALOEN and the city of Pamplona. As we want to get to know more our
partners, this time we went far north to understand how the Energy Agency for
Southeast Sweden and Tartu Regional Energy Agency are facing energy transition in
their regions and what are their objectives within POTEnT project.
Keep following our website and social channels to read what is happening in POTEnT
project and in our partner regions. For now, enjoy your reading, we’ll be back soon
with more news!
We wish all of you and your loved ones a safe & healthy 2021!

News
What about POTEnT Interregional
learning process?
Unfortunately, in this end of 2020 and also for the
beginning of 2021 Covid-19 is still having a strong
influence on everyone’s life in Europe and,
accordingly, also on POTEnT.

Read how we modified our planning here!

A study trip, just in time!
Just before the new shut down/confinement in France
(end of October), a delegation from Lorient,
stakeholders in the POTEnT project, was able to go
and study many good practices in terms of energy
reappropriation in the Rhône-Alpes Region (East of
France).

Read more on our website!

Pamplona Municipal Police becomes a “prosumer”
As part of the Horizon 2020 European project called
Stardust, the City of Pamplona installed a photovoltaic
solar panel roof on the local police building.

Read all the details here!

Events
POTEnT partners meet online
During the latest POTEnt meeting, held on
Friday 11 December, partners discussed
about the updates on next semester
activities.The new project design shows a
remarkable flexibility entailing the
exploration of new ways for project
development, such as online visits.

Click here to read what happened during
the meeting!

Focus

Let’s go far north to get to know better
ESS and TREA
Two energy agencies of POTEnT partnership
answered our questions.
ESS is the Energy Agency for Southeast
Sweden.

Read the interview here!
TREA is Tartu Regional Energy Agency.

Read the interview here!
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